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Abstract
We present a new version of the inductive counting, accepting the complement of an
NSPACE(s(n)) language nondeterministically in space O(s(n)), independent of whether s(n)>
log n, but using an additional \one-way pebble" { a movable marker placed on the input tape.
This reduces the space used by inductive counting to log n + O(s(n)) bits on the binary work
tape and gives the weakest known nondeterministic device accepting a co-NSPACE(o(log n))
language. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Computational complexity; Space complexity; Sublogarithmic space;
Inductive counting
1. Introduction and preliminaries
The inductive counting technique, described independently by Immerman and
Szelepcsenyi [9, 13], demonstrated that the nondeterministic devices can examine, with
no space penalty, the computation trees of any reasonable device, using the census of
congurations. Thus, for each s(n)> log n,
NSPACE(s(n))= co-NSPACE(s(n))
and the higher levels of the alternating space hierarchy collapse by the use of the
same mechanism as well; for each k>1, k -SPACE(s(n))=k -SPACE(s(n))=
NSPACE(s(n)). Since then, other versions of inductive counting have been presented,
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e.g., a nondeterministic machine working in space s(n)> log n with ambiguity a(n)2
o(2s(n)), i.e., with at most this many dierent computation paths leading from the initial
conguration to the same conguration, can be simulated in space O(s(n) log a(n)) by
a \unique" nondeterministic machine, never having more than one accepting computa-
tion path [3]. The best known deterministic simulation of a nondeterministic machine
uses space O(s(n)2), for s(n)> log n, by the divide-and-conquer technique of Savitch
[12].
Since such results were proved under assumption s(n)> log n, a considerable ef-
fort has been spent on investigating which of the known results hold without this
assumption, i.e., for space bounds below log n. The importance of even the sim-
plest space complexity classes is established, among others, by the equivalence [8]
DSPACE(log n)=NSPACE(log n) if and only if DSPACE(log log n)\ 1=
NSPACE(log log n)\ 1.
The space complexity classes below log n behave dierently from those above,
for example, the alternating space hierarchy is innite below log n [7, 2, 10]. Quite
surprisingly, even the separation of k -SPACE(s(n)) from k -SPACE(s(n)), for each
k>2 and s(n)2 o(log n), does not imply anything on NSPACE(o(log n)) versus
co-NSPACE(o(log n)) problem.
Some partial answers have been found; inductive counting can be applied below
log n for tally sets, bounded languages, and some other binary languages with low
information content [6]. In the general (binary) case, we know how to implement in-
ductive counting for nonuniform computational models, like width-restricted branching
programs [5]. Nevertheless, we conjecture that NSPACE(o(log n)) is not closed under
complement. Even in the absence of the proof, it is of interest to minimize the resources
needed for a nondeterministic recognition of a co-NSPACE(o(log n)) language.
There are several reasons for the assumption s(n)> log n in the original version
of the inductive counting. First, some congurations have to be stored during the
simulation. Since congurations involve input head positions, this already requires log n
bits for each stored conguration. Second, the technique relies on counters for the
number of reachable congurations and for the number of computation steps that have
been simulated. This gives additional log n bits for each counter, since these count up
to ncs(n), the number of distinct congurations, where c is a constant dependent on the
simulated machine.
Here we shall present a new version of inductive counting, accepting the complement
of an NSPACE(s(n)) language in space O(s(n)), but using an additional \pebble" { a
movable marker placed on the input tape. Thus, the constant for the log n factor has
been reduced to one, using the binary work tape as a standard.
Since already the original inductive counting uses space (s(n)+ log n) and it is
well known that O(log n) work tape space can be simulated by pebbles and vice versa
(such simulations can be found in several books, see e.g. [14, Section 3:2]), it is
obvious that inductive counting can be implemented in space O(s(n)) by using some
additional pebbles. However, the situation is not so clear if the number of pebbles or
the constant for the log n factor on the binary tape are taken into account.
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For example, the original inductive counting algorithm, presented by Szelepcsenyi
in [13, Appendix], uses 7 conguration variables and 6 conguration or time counters.
Thus, a straightforward implementation requires 13 additional pebbles on the input tape
(or 13 log n bits on the binary work tape). Note also that such machines may potentially
have n14cs(n) distinct congurations and hence execute this many computation steps.
An optimized implementation of the mentally simpler version, used as a starting point
in [6], still uses 4 conguration and 5 counter variables.
Our new version uses only a single additional pebble. In addition, we use a one-way
pebble, which gives the weakest known nondeterministic device accepting a complement.
Such simulation requires to rearrange the inductive counting technique and to search
along the original computation tree so that all congurations we have stored use always
the same input head position. This position is saved only once and can be shared by
all congurations. In addition, all counters for the number of reachable congurations
and for the number of simulated computation steps must also be related to this input
tape position. The result is a nondeterministic counterpart of the procedure presented
by Monien and Sudborough [11] that improves Savitch’s divide-and-conquer algorithm
[12] from O((s(n)+ log n)2) to O(s(n)(s(n)+ log n)).
Such single-pebble device detects, in at most n2cs(n) computation steps, for some new
constant c, that the original machine rejects. For small space bounds, the polynomial
time terms involved by O(log n) space factors become dominant. However, there is
a price. For example, if the original machine rejects by going into an innite loop,
the simulator itself, besides the shortest accepting computation path, will have innite
loops. On the other hand, \long" computation paths can be halted by simulating the
pebble and a time counter on the work tape, using additional 2 log n bits.
We shall now briey recall some basic denitions that are used throughout the paper.
As a standard model, we consider the Turing machine equipped with a nite state
control, a two-way read-only input tape with input enclosed between two end markers,
and a semi-innite two-way read{write work tape, initially empty, containing only
blank symbols.
Denition 1. (a) A conguration of a Turing machine is an ordered quadruple con-
sisting of the machine’s nite control state, the nonblank content of the work tape, and
the positions of both the work and input tape heads. The size of a conguration is the
number of squares used on the work tape.
(b) A nondeterministic Turing machine is s(n) space bounded, if no reachable
conguration on any input of length n is of size above s(n). The class of languages
recognizable by nondeterministic O(s(n)) space bounded machines is denoted by
NSPACE(s(n)), the class of complements of such languages, by co-NSPACE(s(n)).
The above denition corresponds to the so-called strongly space bounded machines
(worst case cost). We shall not consider weakly space bounded machines here, since
the corresponding class weak-NSPACE(s(n)) is not closed under complement, even if
s(n) is above log n [14, Section 7:5]. (Weak denition of space complexity considers
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the best cost of acceptance; for each accepted input of length n, there exists at least
one accepting computation path not using more space than s(n). Some \middle" classes
between strong-SPACE and weak-SPACE have also been studied [1, 14]).
Denition 2. A pebble machine is an ordinary Turing machine equipped with an addi-
tional movable marker placed on the input tape. The action of the machine depends on
the current nite control state, the scanned input and work tape symbols, and the pres-
ence of the pebble at the current input head position. The action consists of changing
the current state and work tape symbol, moving the work and input tape heads, and,
optionally, moving the pebble, provided it is placed on the current input head position.
A one-way-pebble machine is a pebble machine never moving the pebble to the left.
2. Testing reachability
Let A be an O(s(n)) space bounded nondeterministic machine accepting a language L.
Clearly, there exists a constant c such that, for each s>1 and each i, the number of
dierent congurations of size at most s with the input head placed at the position i
does not exceed cs. First, assume that the space bound s= s(n) can be determined in
advance, i.e., s(n) is fully space constructible. We shall discuss later how to avoid this
constructibility assumption.
We shall now describe a procedure that checks, for a given pair of congurations
hq; q0i with the input head in the same position and any input w, if q0 is reachable
from q by the machine A on the input w. More precisely, we shall check if the two
congurations are connected by the so-called U-turn computation path.
A U -turn of level k at a position i, for k 2N and i2f0; : : : ; n+1g, is a computation
path beginning in a conguration q and ending in q0, such that
(a) both q and q0 have the same input head position i,
(b) the computation path connecting q with q0 never moves the input head to the right
of i,
(c) the position i itself is visited at most k times, not including the starting congu-
ration q (see Fig. 1).
Given a pair of congurations hq; q0i with the input head in the same position i, we
would like to check whether q0 is reachable from q by a U-turn of level k. We assume
that the input tape position i is determined by the position of the additional pebble,
placed on the input tape. Assume also, inductively, that we have already computed tik ,
the total number of conguration pairs hr; r0i such that r0 is reachable from r by a
U-turn of level k at the position i.
Now, we use a procedure that increases the already abundant use of nondeterminism
in the inductive counting by generating all pairs of congurations hr; r0i such that r0
is reachable from r by a U-turn of level k at the position i.
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Fig. 1. A-turn of level three.
We guess nondeterministically some conguration r of size at most s and simulate
along a nondeterministically chosen computation path until we reach a conguration r0
scanning the same input tape position i, not having visited the position i more than k
times. Counting the number of visits at the position i causes no problems, since this
position is marked with the additional pebble. The simulation rejects if it ever tries to
move the input head to the right of the pebble or if the simulated machine A tries to
use space exceeding the limit s. Similarly, such computation may also fail due to a
never ending loop that takes place to the left of i.
Iterating this process tik times, we can generate, one after another, all pairs of con-
gurations hr1; r01i; hr2; r02i; : : : ; hrtik ; r0tik i such that rj and r0j are connected by a U-turn of
level k at the position i. For the right sequence of nondeterministic guesses, we shall
obtain these tik distinct pairs in a lexicographically increasing order. This is veried
by comparing, lexicographically, the pair hrj; r0ji we have generated \recently" with the
\previous" pair hrj−1; r0j−1i, for each j=2; : : : ; tik . If, for some j, the pair hrj−1; r0j−1i
is not lexicographically strictly smaller than hrj; r0ji, the computation rejects.
Recall that we already know, by induction, the exact value of tik . Thus, for any
given pair hq; q0i, we can check whether q0 is reachable from q by a U-turn of level
k at the position i by comparing hq; q0i with hrj; r0ji, for each j=1; : : : ; tik .
This gives a procedure U -turn-test(q; q0), such that
(a) if congurations q and q0 can be connected by a U-turn with the desired prop-
erties, then U -turn-test will return true by at least one computation path and no
computation path will return false,
(b) if q0 is not reachable from q by such a U-turn, then U -turn-test will return false
in at least one computation and no computation will return true,
(c) nally, U -turn-test may, due to a wrong sequence of nondeterministic guesses,
abort the computation or enter an innite loop, returning no value at all.
The above procedure works in space O(s), because all we have to remember is tik ,
a variable j to count from 1 to tik , a counter v for the number of visits at the pebble
position along the simulated path that connects r with r0, and some \current" and
\previous" conguration pairs hr; r0i and hrp; r0pi, respectively, to be lexicographically
compared in order to guarantee the lexicographically increasing order for the generated
sequence hr1; r01i; : : : ; hrtik ; r0tik i.
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Note that we do not have to store the input head positions for r, r0, rp, or r0p, they
are all equal to i, represented by the pebble placed on the input tape. The input head
position of the current conguration along the simulated path from r to r0 is represented
by the input head of the simulating machine.
Finally, the values stored in all counters are bounded by cscs, since there are at
most cs  cs distinct conguration pairs scanning the position i. In addition, we never
use k, the number of U-turn visits at the position i, larger than O(cs) or else some
conguration along the path from q to q0 would have been repeated at the pebble
position. Thus, all counters require at most O(s) space.
3. Inductive step
The ultimate goal of this section is to test, for any given pair of congurations hq; q0i
in which the input head scans the right-end marker, whether q0 is reachable from q.
By Section 2, this can be performed by the procedure U -turn-test, provided that the
exact value of tn+1; k is available for some k>cs, since there are at most cs distinct
congurations scanning the right-end marker and therefore the shortest computation
path from q to q0 cannot visit the right-end marker more than cs times. The exact
values of tik are obtained by induction on i and k, the input tape position and the
number of visits at the given tape position, respectively.
We begin by computing t0;1, with the pebble positioned at the left-end marker. For
each conguration pair hq; q0i with the input head at the position zero, q0 is reachable
from q by a U-turn of level one if and only if
(a) either q= q0, by a computation path of length zero
(b) or there is a single computation step from q to q0 not moving the input head away
from the left-end marker.
Thus, the value of t0;1 is obtained by summing up the total number of distinct
congurations of size at most s scanning the left-end marker with the number of pairs
hq; q0i that can be connected by a single computation step.
Now, assume that we have computed tik , for some i2f0; : : : ; n+1g and some k<cs.
By induction, the pebble is placed at the input tape position i. We want to compute ti;2k .
Here we combine the inductive counting with the divide-and-conquer idea of Savitch
[12]: A pair of congurations hq; q0i, with the input head at the same position i, can
be connected by a computation path never moving the input head to the right of i and
visiting the position i at most 2k times if and only if there exists a conguration p,
with the input head positioned at i, such that both hq; pi and hp; q0i are connected
by some paths visiting i at most k times. (This approach reduces the total number of
induction steps from ncs(n) to nO(s(n)).)
Thus, for each pair of congurations hq; q0i of size at most s, in which the input
head scans the position i, we iterate the third nested loop over all congurations p. If,
for some p, both hq; pi and hp; q0i are connected by U-turns of level k, we increment
the value of ti;2k and go to the next pair hq; q0i.
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Both hq; pi and hp; q0i can be tested by the procedure U -turn-test described in
Section 2 because we already know the exact value of tik . Therefore, unlike in the
case of deterministic simulation, no recursive calls are required. Clearly, after O(s)
induction steps, we obtain tik with k>cs.
Finally, assume that we know the exact value of tik , for some k>cs. Now we want
to compute ti+1;1.
A pair of congurations hq; q0i, in which the input head scans the same position
i+1, can be connected by a U-turn of level one if and only if
(a) either q= q0, by a computation path of length zero,
(b) or q0 is reachable from q in one computation step,
(c) or there must exist a pair of congurations hp;p0i, with the input head at the
position i, such that
(1) p is reachable from q in one computation step,
(2) q0 is reachable from p0 in one step,
(3) p0 is reachable from p by a computation path never moving to the right of i.
Thus, we can compute the value of ti+1;1 by examining all pairs of congurations
hq; q0i, of size at most s and with the input head at the position i+1. Condition (c)
requires a nested iteration over all pairs of congurations hp;p0i scanning the input at
the position i.
Recall that we have already computed tik for some k>cs. Hence, condition (3) can
be tested by using U -turn-test for hp;p0i because the shortest computation path from
p to p0 cannot enter the same conguration twice and hence visit the position i more
than cs6k times.
Finally, having computed ti+1;1, we move the pebble one position to the right along
the input tape.
Clearly, by the iteration of the process above, we shall obtain tn+1; k , for some k>cs.
It is not too hard to see that the above procedure uses, besides one one-way pebble
placed on the input tape, at most O(s) space. First, we keep only two copies of tik , the
\new" one, being computed, and the one resulting from the previous inductive step.
These values are bounded by cscs. Second, all congurations are stored in space O(s),
since all input head positions are determined by the position of the pebble.
4. Finishing touch
We are now ready to detect that the simulated machine A rejects. Having computed
tn+1; k with k>cs, we can test reachability among congurations placed at the right-end
marker, for any input of A.
Lemma 3. For each nondeterministic machine A; there exists an equivalent machine
A0 using the same amount of space; such that A0 begins and ends its computation
with the input head positioned at the right-end marker.
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In addition; A0 extends its work space (rewriting the leftmost blank cell on the
work tape by a nonblank symbol) only if the input head scans the right-end marker.
Proof. We replace the standard machine A (starting at the left-end marker) by a new
machine A0 (starting at the right-end marker) that simulates A, but, before simulation,
it traverses the entire input from right to left. Similarly, A0 moves to the right when it
nds that A halts and accepts. Further, each time A0 needs to extend its work space, it
\resets", i.e., it moves the input head to the right-end marker, rewrites the used part of
the work tape and the leftmost blank by some \pseudoblank" symbol, and then restarts
the entire simulation from the very beginning, now having marked one more work tape
cell (for details, see [8, Lemma 2:2]).
It should be obvious how to decide whether the machine A0 in the above normal
form rejects, if s(n) is fully space constructible by some deterministic machine C:
Using C, we mark space s= s(n) and then compute tn+1; k with suciently large k, by
the procedure of Section 3. Using U -turn-test, we then check whether some accepting
conguration is reachable by A0 from the initial conguration. If not, we can accept.
The situation is a little more complicated, if s(n) is not fully space constructible. Here
we proceed as follows: In the initial phase, simulate A0 along a nondeterministically
chosen computation path. After each step, the simulator nondeterministically decides
whether to carry on the simulation or to stop the initial phase. This provides a space
limit s satisfying s2f0; : : : ; s(n)g.
Still, for such s, we can use the inductive counting procedure described above and
compute tn+1; k , with k>cs. Again, tn+1; k is equal to the total number of conguration
pairs hr; r0i with the input head placed at the right-end marker, such that r0 is reachable
from r, this time taking into account only congurations of size at most s.
By Lemma 3, we have that if A0 is going to use more space than s then it must
enter the unique conguration having used exactly space s on the work tape and going
to use space s+1 on the next computation step with the input head at the right-end
marker.
Thus, using U -turn-test with the computed value of tn+1; k , we can check if the
conguration extending space above s is reachable from the initial conguration, i.e.,
if A0 will ever use more space than s. If yes, halt and reject, the simulator failed to
allocate enough space in the initial phase. Otherwise, s is suciently large so we can
correctly decide whether A0 rejects, even if s<s(n).
It should be clear that, in the initial phase, the simulator must allocate enough space
on at least one computation path and that no computation path will ever use more
space than A0 does. Furthermore, for the right sequence of nondeterministic guesses,
the simulator quits the initial phase as soon as it has allocated enough space, even if
A0 is trapped in an innite loop.
By the argument above, we have the following theorem:
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Theorem 4. Let L2NSPACE(s(n)); for arbitrary s(n). Then the complement of L
can be accepted in space O(s(n)) by a nondeterministic machine using an additional
one-way pebble.
The input tape pebble can be replaced by log n additional bits on the work tape.
Since the constant for the log n factor must not exceed one, using the binary work tape
as a standard (i.e., besides blanks in unused cells, only zeroes and ones are allowed),
there are some technical details deserving additional explanation.
First, since the simulating machine has to detect whether the input head scans the
pebble, the pebble position x is relative to the current input head position, i.e., an
integer in the range −(n+1); : : : ;+(n+1). This value is updated each time the input
head moves. Thus, the input head scans the pebble whenever x=0.
Second, the pebble position x occupies only log n bits on the binary tape and there
are n dierent pebble positions. Thus, such coding must not be redundant, i.e., all local
bit combinations are meaningful inside x and hence cannot serve as separators between
x and the rest of the work tape. For example, the simulator cannot move, without any
special precautions, its work tape head into the inside of x, since it would no longer
be able to detect the boundaries of x.
We keep the work tape data in the form ubx, where u represents the binary coded
content of the original work tape, b is a single-bit separator between u and x, and the
binary representation of x reads from right to left, with the least signicant bit adjacent
to b. We may assume that the simulator can detect both ends of u with the work tape
head positioned inside u, since s bits of u can be coded by O(s) bits.
It should be clear that x can be used as a counter. For example, to decrement x, the
simulator clears the bit b to zero and rewrites the leftmost segment 0‘1 in x to 1‘0, for
some ‘. Note that it can safely detect, on the way back, the boundary bit b, cleared
to zero. Similarly, b is set to one if x is incremented. Extending the size of the work
space u as the simulation demands might pose a special problem for a semi-innite
tape, since we should not travel into the inside of x. (This would be necessary, if we
had to shift x more to the right). Observe, however, that the simulated pebble machine
of Theorem 4 extends its work space in the initial phase only, with the pebble parked
at the left-end marker. Thus, we have to keep track of the pebble position only when
the size of u has already been xed.
We can now establish the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let L2NSPACE(s(n)); for arbitrary s(n). Then the complement of L can
be accepted by a nondeterministic machine using log n+O(s(n)) bits on the binary
work tape.
Note that the pebble machine of Theorem 4 detects, in n2O(1)s(n) steps, that A0
rejects, even if A0 rejects by going into an innite loop: Since the pebble machine
is O(s(n)) space bounded, there exists a constant c1 such that the shortest accepting
computation path cannot execute more than ncs(n)1 steps neither moving the pebble nor
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extending the work tape space, or else some conguration would have been repeated.
Because the one-way pebble is moved at most n+1 times and the work tape space is
extended at most O(s(n)) times, the length of the optimal accepting computation path
is bounded by (n+1)  O(s(n))  n cs(n)1 6n2cs(n)2 , for some new constant c2. However,
besides the shortest accepting path, the simulator itself may have innite loops.
Using 2 log n additional bits on the work tape instead of log n, we can modify the
simulation of Theorem 5 so that it always halts: We implement, besides the variable x
for the relative pebble position, a time counter t for counting the number of simulated
steps. This time counter is used to halt each computation path that does not move the
pebble nor does it extend the work tape space for more than ncs(n)1 steps. The counter
requires only O(s(n))+ log n bits on the work tape, since it is cleared each time the
simulated pebble machine moves the pebble or extends the work tape space. Thus,
the counter t is incremented or cleared in O(s(n)+ log n) steps, per each simulated
step of the pebble machine. The same time overhead holds for manipulation with
the pebble position counter x. Since we do not have to simulate more than n2cs(n)2
steps along the optimal accepting path, the simulator always halts in O(s(n)+ log n) 
n2 cs(n)2 6n
2 log n  cs(n)3 steps, for some constant c3.
Because neither t nor x are redundant, we could not detect a boundary between
the two counters. Hence, t and x are not concatenated on the work tape, but rather
\intertwined", with odd and even bit positions used alternately by t and x, respectively.
Extending the size of the work space u causes no problems, since the pebble is idle in
the initial phase and the counter t is cleared each time the simulated machine extends
its work tape space.
This gives the following corollary:
Corollary 6. Let L2NSPACE(s(n)); for arbitrary s(n). Then the complement of L
can be accepted by a nondeterministic machine never executing more than n2 log n 
O(1)s(n) steps and using 2 log n+O(s(n)) bits on the binary work tape.
The log n penalty for time disappears if s(n)> log log n, since then log n=
2log log n62s(n). For comparison, an NSPACE(s(n)) language (hence, also its comple-
ment) can be accepted deterministically even in time nO(1)s(n). However, this simula-
tion uses 
(n) space [4].
Finally, as a side note, we point out that using log n bits gives more additional
power than a one-way pebble. There exist languages that can be accepted deter-
ministically by using only log n bits on the binary tape, but that are not recogniz-
able in space o(log n) with an additional one-way pebble, not even nondeterminis-
tically, e.g., L= fvwvR 2f0; 1g; jvj2 = jvwvRjg. We conjecture that such languages
can be found even in the case of a two-way pebble. Thus, the pebble machines pre-
sented above are the weakest known nondeterministic devices capable of recognizing
co-NSPACE(o(log n)) languages.
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